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It is most important that we continue on our JOURNAL writing so
we will take time only to interrupt
sufficiently long enou h to set
forth some points whit i must be
attended.
ECONOMIC PLANS
The
who
tary
that

most im ortant thing for you
follow tRe market and monestrategies is to pay attention to
which is under way. I can
“intent” but, as you
gew,‘%
is subject to change as
the whims of your would-be rulers
are altered by events.
Note that by this time last year
great fuss and furor was under way
re arding your national bud et.
Wi ere are they this year? f ou
will note that even with any discussion regarding the budget, there
lacks the massive thrust regarding
ba&3ncln~~~~~et~~~T~~~
WHICH WAS SHOWN TO YOU
LAST YEAR--THE ABILITY OF
BUSH
COMPLETELY
BRING Y::R
NATION TO A
HALT! The plans are unfolding to
be even more devastating this fiscal
year end and beginning of the next.
You will note the mesmerization of
the market rising and the projection of the “recession” ending by
“mid-year” and thus and so. No,
what is planned is to push you
right u to the deadline again, and
then wRen the budget is not read
on time, the Executive Orders wi Y1
become totally operable for Emergency Economic regulations and
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regulations to move. into
Remember, Bush still is
acting under “emergency” regulations and Executive Order which
keeps the Middle East situation
open.
The intent is to bring the entire financial picture into “their” focus
and control. I can only urge you
ones who are needing to set up
some measure of securit and privacy, that you get on wi x it.
ALL investments are now extremely ill-advised. The point is to
suck you into a false remise that
the market is wonder % 1 but there
is no basis upon which to sustain a
high market--for our economy is
terribly depress K and thousands
are becoming unemployed daily.
You will note there is very little
g$;-gfop~o;;
2 gfg(J.J!fj
people in the U.S.A. to file income
tax
papers--much
less,
KNOW that the “big boys” /%
not run out of plans for control-only ready to move into more
heinous methods of control and
thievery.
I do not wish to sound like the
roverbial “broken record” but a
Pot of you are going to get caught
with no ability to recover if ou
continue to procrastinate wi ile
thinkin you are going to somehow
hit at ti e “high” point, etc. They
have an elaborate plan laid forth to
trap you.
BILL COOPER
We are in receipt of several copies
of the Table of Contents, etc.,
from Cooper’s new book, B&i
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HOLD A PALE HORSE.,, I get all
. ..is this
sorts of comments from
amends?” to ” . ..he has plagiarized
your work, Commander.”
Wonderful, wonderful! It is simply that
TRUTH cannot be kept under the
bushel for Truth is for all Mankind
and not just the chosen few. Further, you will find, as ou read the
book, which I sincere ry hope that
all of you readers do--you will find
that toward the ending there is
much with which I still take great
exception. The facts are going to
be laid forth in our work in the
forthcoming JOURNALS regarding LIFE and ex erience and what
is Creation and 8 od. But we are
I do not
making great strides.
wish to stop any Man from bringing forth Truth and if I have given
insight--PLEASE UTILIZE ANY
AND ALL--YOU MUST WAKE
UP AND STOP THE SILLY
QUARRELS.
The one thing no one se& me was
pricing, etc. All I can give you is
that the book is ublished b Light
Technology PubPishin , I?& Box
1495, Sedona, AZ 8%336. Am I
recommending this book? Not as
such for if you have read the
JOURNALS then you already have
ALL of the information--I have not
even perused the material for I
simply have not had the interest to
do so and I make no account or
disaccounting of material of which
I am not apprized. I do note that
chapters 1 through 17 are probably
repeats of the way it is and I most
certainly hold with the validity of
the information and urge you. to
lwe;rn; zl familiar as IS possible
The Appendices are
without m ’ comment for I have not
seen the 8 ook in point and there
appears to be approximately 100
#lO

a es of which I have not seen. I
KNOW, THAT WE WILL
EITHER BEGIN TO WORK TOGETHER AND COME INTO
UNITY AS TO THE CAUSE OF
YOUR PROBLEMS OR YOU
WILL PERISH AS A NATION
FOR THAT IS THE ULTIMATE
PLAN OF THE ELITE CARTELS
WHO PLAN TO BE IN TOTAL
OPERATION BY YEAR 2000
AND THEY ARE AHEAD OF
SCHEDULE! I offer my hand in
friendship to Mr. Cooper and I
hope that you ones will support
him in the truth he brings--it is the
mark of a Man who can see errors,
select important information and
offer it unto his brother.
You. all must understand that I
work from a higher plane of ex erience and my thrust is very Bifferent than just bringing you into
awakening--m task is to get the
word of Go i spread about and
make arrangements for your security in the Light of God. I need no
authority nor roof of anything
from anyone--i P you get confirmation, good and so be it. I need no
input from your placement nor do I
care to have any--it is up to you
ones regarding your actions--mine
is to ring the alarm. (My ground
crew, however, appreciate those
confirmations.)
Bill Cooper has had a bad time at
the hands of the deceivers who
would pull him down and has
fallen into the trap laid by them--I
honor him for continuation of his
efforts in spite of that which would
destroy him. You simpl MUST
come into realization ill at that
which is wrong is wrong ON
YOUR PLACE--LOCKED ONTO
YOUR SPHERE AND WILL DESTROY YOU
May we walk in brotherhood so that you can see farther
on my shoulders if
b,gdta;Zn
. 8 od blesses the seekers
after the Light and more abundantly blesses those who find and
share with brother. Amen.
WHAT OF THE NEWS
Let us just do a uick rundown of
those things whit B my own group
are asking me.
The

cholera

epidemic

which

is

spreading across South and Central
America is most certainly planned.
Worse, in the treatment thereof,
AIDS ’ HIV is being introduced as
medicines and h dration IV’s are
being utilized. J ou will be hearing about it as soon as incubation
time has elapsed.

Advisers
Kissinger
and
rity
NSSM 200 has cited
Scowcroft.
13 key countries in which, it said,
there is a special U.S. political and
strategic interest which re uires
imposing a policy of popu‘fation
control or reduction. India heads
the list of those countries.

Somethin
which might surprise
you, spe ai ing of South America, is
the fact that your own nation has
seen to it that about 45% of
Brazilian women have been sterilized. You will find that in recently
discovered cover-up documents rearding the secret activities of the
& .S. National Security Council
(NSC) that a U.S. government
olicy was to force Brazil and at
feast a dozen other Third World
countries to cut back their populations, to ensure U.S. access to
those countries’ raw materials.
The declassified documents were
from between 1974 and 1977, under U.S. National Secuw

Kissinger’s
1974 memo states:
“The subcontinent will be for years
the major focus of world c;on&r;
over population growth.
’
po ulation is now approximately
588 million, adding a million by
each full moon. ” The document
cites a June 17, 1974, re ort from
the U.S. embassy in De7hi, complaining that, “There seems no way
of turnmg off the faucet this side of
a billion Indians.” The assassination of Rajiv Gandhi is designed to
hurl India, ahead in the midst of
its most violent e1ectoral campaign
to date, into fratricidal religious
and caste warfare.

Geor e
Bush, director of Central Intel f igence and U.S. Ambassador to
China during that same period,
collaborated in the development
and implementation of the policy.
Other nations considered “key” and
of “special, strategic, and political
interest to the U.S.” are India,
Bangladesh (ouch), Pakistan, Nigeria, Mexico, Indonesra, PhilipThailand, Egypt, Turkey,
!$g:pia, and Columbia. And yes,
I certainly DO hope that Cooper
and some of your earth-bound informers will follow up on these
thin s for we are burdened to the
bre ii ing point in trying to cover
all the tidbits.
RAJIV GANDHI
Yes, India’s former Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi was murdered. This
was not for the simple destruction
of a political dynasty of a powerful
political famil --but rather, for the
destruction oP India itself--as part
of the population reduction policies
put forward by self-avowed British
agent, Henry Kissinger.
India is the to target of the National Security !i tudy Memorandum
200, “Implications of Worldwide
Population Growth for U.S. Security and Overseas Interests”, written in 1974 by then-national Secu.
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Mrs. Gandhi was killed by Sikh
terrorists prior to Rajiv, who in
turn were owned and operated by
British intelligence. Mrs. Gandhi’s
assassination was carried out in
service of the Kissinger policy and
the plan for India’s political disintegration put forward by British
academic Bernard Lewish.
According to British schemes, India-the world’s largest “democrat ‘I-would collapse into a mudd r ing
mass of impotent ethnic enclaves,
with no hopes or pretensions of
challenging Anglo-American imperialist rule. And so be it.
ISRAEL
You have now heard it from the
great horse’s mouth--the U.S. is
stockpiling weapons in Israel and
syLpt;ing Israel with your F-15/16
. Your Secretar of State
Flas set up permanent 0 x-ices in Israel. Brothers, it is coming down
very rapidly now.
QUEEN’S TRIP
As you watch millions of Iraqi
women andr children face death by
disease and starvation brought
about b Operation Desert Storm,
Queen Ii lizabeth of Great Britain
came to the U.S. to celebrate and
consolidate the Anglo-American
imperialist alliances that destroyed
Iraq.
#lO

The Queen, dear ones, a descendant of the insane King George III
who fought a war to keep America
a British colony, devoted most of
her public statements to praising
U.S.-British cooperation in the
Gulf War and lauding the revival
of the “special relationship”--the
euphemism the British ive to their
decades-lon strategy for subvertingtheu.. !! and using its muscle
of British
instrument
rmst%egic policy, as exemplified
m the war against Iraq.
She came to check on her assets
and cement the status of control
over ou dear colonials. She is the
worl J ‘s wealthiest woman and
Great Britain owns more propert
and business in the U.S. than AL E
other nations.
You are dealing
with the “seat” and “heart” of the
World Banksters. Your nation is
in serious and urgent probability of
losing your Constitutional Law.
You already operate 100 ercent
on the British system and J: ere is
no way in which I can remind you
often enough.
MOSSAD IS PARTNER
George Bush, while director of the
CIA (1976-77) was in full knowledge and operation of the illegal
CIA-Israeli Mossad operation in
Central America.
The effort included the smug ling of drugs
from Colombia ii rou h Panama
into the U.S. I have afready written about these drug operations in
which the loaded planes would be
funnelled right into your own national Air Force bases such as
Homestead
Albrook
’
and
Panama. I will follow on with g
more detailed story if I have time
but I have too much to cover at
this sitting. George Bush was also
tangled to his ears in the Golden
Triangle of Southeast Asia as well,
with the Mossad involved, as we
have described before. But what
about the “China connection”?

from top-secret designs
by Mossad agents.
Bush’s all out push for extending
most favored nation (MFN) trade
status to communist China can be
better understood if you understand
that his family interests in that
country, ‘ust as in Panama and the
Middle Ii!ast, are abundant. You
must also know the role of Israeli
arms dealers in that place.
The Bush family is involved in a
major housing project in Shanghai,
located near the airport, to *be
rented or sold to foreign;; drzk$
business in China.
controlled by the Bush
cq.J.,
family, is the Western partner in
the deal. The president’s brother,
Prescott Bush, refused to respond
to an establishment press inquiry
when it
came to the attention of the press.
Prescott has also reportedly received $250,000 as a consultant to
an American company establishing
communications
network
in
thina, Asset Management International Financing and Settlement
Ltd. This company arranged for
Hughes Aircraft Co., now a subsidiar of General Motors, to export x ree communication satellites
to China. President Bush himself
approved the export of the satellites.
Ah, but yes, there is a shadow Israeli billionaire who is one oP the
key alien lobb ists behind the current drive. lsl is is Shaul Eisenber , an enormously wealthy Israe Pi promoter, who has been
linked to the international arms
trade and to the Mossad. In 1979,
Eisenberg made a secret flight to
Red China and came back with
trade proposals that led to a covert
commercial
and
military
relationship between the two countries. Suffice it to say herein that
there are great and grave entanglements.

CHINA
What is all this current bull-headed
continuation of China ties by
Bush? Well, he has excellent personal reason to push China’s favored nation status as well as political interests and the personal
interests of his own Security Advisers.

It is now a known fact that clandestine China-Israel arms deals
were orchestrated by senior officials of the Mossad, Israel’s secret
service (in case some of you have
forgotten who they are). Many of
the high-tech weapon models and
blueprints sold by Israel to the
communist Chinese were derived
3
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acquired

Among the advanced defense secrets purloined by Israel from the
U.S. for resale at top dollar to
Asian communists were trajectorycorrected ground-to-air missiles; a
high-powered
anti-tank weapon
known as the B-3OO/SMAW; armor-piercing,
fin-stabilized discarding sabot shells and other most
closely guarded developments of
American
military
technology.
Following Israel’s example, the
Red Chinese embarked on wholesale economic piracy against the
U.S., also. This is blatant, government-sponsored piracy with full
knowledge of our own President.
Do you actual1y think thin s will
change, what with the Israe P lobby
in the wings and the Bush famil
investments in Red China at stake.s
Neither
Congress
nor
the
administration are very likely to
stick their necks out on any of
these issues in oint. There is now
too much at staRe.
The Israeli arms salesmen made
total mockery of U.S. efforts to
control defense technology exports
to communist governments.
To pay for its secret military imports from Israel, Red China redoubled its efforts to penetrate
U.S. markets during the second
half of the 1980’s. As China grew
desperate for hard current
it used
more and more slave r abor to
manufacture goods exported to the
U.S. Companies that import from
Red China have become unknowing (or knowing) partners in deals
with prison camps.
The immense penitentiary subculture rivals even Stalin’s notorious
forced-labor
*
brothers.
This is, further~~!i%y that which
is planned for you-the-peo le.
Dissenters will be mcarcerat e4! in
work camps and YOU WILL
WORK. This is exactly why there
is a do-or-die thrust to pull off the
New World Order before you take
a breath and understand that which
is happening to you. “They” have
the bases covered all the way out
to the end of the play.

#lO

SO WHAT ARE THE

QUOTE:

w

Navy Capt. Gunther Russbacher,
who worked with naval intelligence
and the CIA, received a phone call
at his home in St. Louis in midOctober, 1980. He was told to
take a TWA flight to Washington.

Among other things, a notorious
Israeli arms dealer, Yaacov Nimrodi, who has strong Mossad connections, is laying a key role in a
deal being Pormulated between Israel and the Soviet Union for the
Israeli purchase of a Soviet-built
nuclear reactor. That means, since
you su ly all assets to Israel--that
YOU,UT- -, are buying a nuclear reactor for Israel.
Nimrodi, by the way, played a
major part in
Affair
during the administration of Reagan. It was he, in fact, that ins ired the entire scenario. He was
Beeply involved in funnelling U.S.
arms to Iran.
The Israeli government blocked efforts of the joint congressional
committee that investigated the
Iran-contra Affair to obtain his
testimony.
He is now credited
with inspiring the initial Israel-Soviet nuclear reactor deal.
Oh, you didn’t know Israel already
has a “top-secret” reactor? Yes indeed, at Dimona in the Negev
Desert, and it has become increasingly unsafe and is lagued with
many problems inclu Bing worsening environmental problems.
It is at the Dimona reactor that the
Israelis have located their “top-secret” nuclear weapons production
facilities. Does thus not strike you
as “strange” just when the touted
thrust is to make the Middle East a
“nuclear weapons free zone”?
OCTOBER SURPRISE VISIT
I’0 PAKIY BY m
You want proof? Well there is lots
of proof that Gear e Bush was in
Paris in October o B 1980--read his
lips!
Let’s see it from the mouth of one
who was there and saw others
there as well. I would like to give
credit to the Napa
for the
following which reads almost as
well as did the drug story we ran
last week.

From there he was met by a car
and brought to the base hospital at
Andrews Air Force Base located in
Prince Geor e’s County, Mar land, a Wasfi ington suburb.
klt
1900 hours (7 pm) he was greeted
by two military ersonnel in flight
suits, handed Kight papers and
boarded a BAC-111 aircraft.

The ilots and crew checked into
the I! otel Florida and within three
hours Russbacher was called back
to duty. He was to fly Bush back
in the SR-71-&e CIA’s Blackbird-from a French air force base to
Air
in
Dover
Force
Base
Delaware.
But because of security leaks in
Paris, the aircraft was diverted to
McGuire Air Force Base in New
The aircraft returned at
Jersey.
0200 hours (2 am)--seven hours
after the original tri began. The
flight of the Black Eird took one
hour and 14 l/2 minutes, being refueled 1,800 nautical miles over
the Atlantic.

Destination? Paris. Purpose of the
mission? Unknown at the time.

SPILLED THE BEANS

Richard Brennecke was doing a
prefli ht check when Russbacher
clos ei the cockpit door. He had
no knowledge of who else was
aboard the aircraft. Brennecke has
ahead testified that he was on the
aircra x and his testimony was confirmed by a federal jury.

Brennecke was the first crew
member to reveal the trip to Paris,
and much has been done to discredit him. At his perjury trial,
Brermecke’s defense shot holes
through Donald Gre g’s testimony
that he was not on ti e flight or in
Paris.

Russbacher says that he did not
look into the passenger cabin until
he was over the Atlantic. The aircraft refueled at Newfoundland.
There was also an Air Force officer aboard, accordin
to Russbather. It (the aircra 8 ) landed at
Le Bourget Airport near Paris.

Gregg showed hotographs of himself and his wi r!e on a sunny beach
in Maryland (yes, we have already
written about this some months
ago, chelas), stating he was there
and not in Paris. Weather experts
testified that the weather conditions
that day did not match the photographs.

IN THE CABIN
Who did Russbacher
cabin?

see in the

GEORGE BUSH;
DONALD GREGG;
WILLIAM CASEY;
ZV
SECURITY PEOPLE,
A WOMAN BELIEVED TO
BE JENNIFER
FITZGERALD.
Jennifer Fitzgerald was Bush’s
Chief of Protocol for the White
House.
Heinrich Rupp was not on the
BAC-111, but did fl a Gulfstream
aircraft to Paris. iI e met Brennecke and Russbacher in Paris.
Vehicles were waiting for the pasSome of these vehicles
sengers.
were from the U.S. Embassy.
4
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Gregg, who has been named by
former National Secur$y Advisor
Gary Sick and former President
Jimmy Carter as a mole for Bush
in the CIA, was a long-time CIA
operative who has recently been
appointed ambassador to South Korea.
A French intelligence memo exists
claiming that Bush did come to
Paris in October, 1980 and received French assistance--we will
cover that tidbit, too.
The Republicans sought to delay
the release of the hostages held in
Iran until after the elections in order to prevent President Jimmy
Carter from winning the election
should the hostages be released
early. A total of $40 million was
transferred from a Mexican account and Bush presented a draft of
the transfer to the Iranians.
#lO

ROOTS OF CONTRA-GATE
Within six weeks after Ronald
Reagan was inaugurated, covert
shipments of arms were sent to
Iran. When the shi ments were
discovered around 19%5, it became
known as the Iran-contra scandal.
But the origins of that scandal began on the flight to Paris. George
Bush has never been able to account for his time and Secret Service memos about his whereabouts
Casey was
are also conflicting.
never able to prove his whereabouts, either. And Gregg’s excuse was shot down in a court of
law.
How do we know Russbacher is
telling the truth? Obviously, his
credibility is critical to the story.
Russbacher is currently in a federal
rison on Terminal Island near
E ong Beach, California.
A nationwide search for records
relatin to Russbacher was undertaken y Tom Valentine of
the Napa
and other cooperative news media.
The
search
included
public
records, classified information and
information from highly reliable
sources within the intelligence
community.
The FBI has a great interest in
Russbacher because he possibly
could lead them to monies siphoned off savings and loan institutions and funnelled into secret
CIA accounts and also used to finance gun and drug running.
WOMAN TROUBLE
CIA and other intelligence figures
made Russbacher sign a contract
that he would not et married for
two years--especial K after a divorce from his wi r e, Peggy, an
FBI informant.
Russbacher violated that contract and was married.
Russbacher’s second wife, Rae,
was told b an Army intelligence
officer in Han Francisco that they
would have to separate.
Within a few days after his second
marriage, Russbacher had been arrested on several charges and held
in jails for months at a time. Each

of the char es was dropped,. and in
every sing Pe case the criminal investrgation files and court records
were sealed--which is highly unusual.
A fellow prisoner in Terminal Island, Ron Rewald, had the same
problem. He was tried in a state
court, but the prosecutor came
from the U.S. Justice Department.
Rewald was not allowed to introduce evidence showing his CIA involvement, and his records and
court case are sealed.
Michael Riconisuto, another CIA
operative, is currently sitting in a
Pierce County, Washington Jail.
(You see, you good surveillance
persons so closely hooked to us-All his
you are expendable!)
records have been seized and he is
being held without bail after testif ing against the CIA and Justice
IJ epartment.
Through a special arrangement,
Rewald has met with Russbacher.
Rewald was skeptical at first of
Russbacher’s background. But after further exchanges and the
matching of names, dates and
places, Rewald is certain Russbather is who he claims to be.
Rewald was involved in a covert
CIA financial institution in Hawaii
and had prominent Air Force generals and high-ranking intelligence
officers working in the firm.
SO WHAT ABOUT
The SOECE--the French equivalent
of the U.S. CIA and the Soviet
KGB--monitored
George Bush’s
trip to Paris in October of 1980.
The monitoring was done because
French officials were also involved
in the meetings with the Iranians-AS WERE THE ISRAELIS.

It is known that, ironically, the
Reagan-Bush team gave the Iranians an advance check for $40 million, drawn on a Mexican bank.
Maurice Stans was res ote&~~~
getting the money to R
Michael
Riconisuto
has told
investi ators from the House Judiciary E ommittee that he made the
arrangements for the $40 million
payment.
Well, former White House National Security Adviser Gary Sick
and former
Iranian
President
Aboulhassan Bani-Sadr also claim
the meeting in Paris took place.
thing-during the time of the
Paris meeting, George Bush remained OFF THE CAMPAIGN
TRAIL.
What does it take,
America?
WHAT ABOUT YOUR
YOW%-Tlv ASIA’.
We have talked of this many times
but you don’t seem to want to face
this issue, either.
Let’s hear it from Army Col. Millard Peck, who resigned in disgust
after eight months on the job, as
Chief of a Pentagon intelligence
unit that is supposed to account for
American servicemen still missing
in Southeast Asia. He charges that
the Bush administration has purposely covered u repeated live
sightin reports oP Americans being he Kd prisoner by the communists .
*
Col. Peck claims that reports of
sightings of live Americans have
been routinely played down by unscrupulous people in the government or associated with the government .

The trip was for the sole purpose
of delaying the release of 52
American hostages held in Iran
until after the November, 1980
U.S. Presidential election.

Peck’s allegations are contained in
a five-pa e memo he wrote and affixed to tfle door of his offtce when
he resigned March 28 as Director
Intelligence
Defense
of
the
Agency’s @IA) Special Office for
Prisoners of War and Missing in
Action.
c

The man who was in charge of the
monitoring was a Col. Alexandre
de Marenches,
head of the
SOECE. There were other foreign
powers involved with the Paris
meeting--directly and indirectly.

Similar complaints were leveled
last fall by Republicans on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Sen. Jesse Helms and others contended that the Pentagon
had been lying for years when it
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insisted there were no live Americans left in Vietnam. Ross Perot,
Col. James Gritz and others, not
the least of which is m self, have
been pounding on you ?or years to
see and hear.

namese “advisers” still stationed in
the neighboring country. Sim ly
ignoring the fate of nearly 2, J 00

Peck’s letter states that it ap ears
to him that a “cover-up oP the
POW-MIA issue is in progress.
The entire charade does not appear
to be an honest effort and may
never have been. ’
PARADES AND OTHER
Any report of a live sighting which
made its way to his desk, Peck
charged, “would quickly disappear
into a black hole. I was not really
in charge, but was merely a figurehead or whipping bo for a larter
and totally Machiavel Yian group.
He blames “higher authority, .o.utside the DIA ‘, for discrednmg
rather than pursuing live sighting
reports.
Although the Bush administration
has denied it (what do they NOT
deny?), clearly it is seeking to establish diplomatic and economic
ties with the Vietnamese communists.
The Bush administration intends to
provide the government in Hanoi
with $1 million to pay for artificial
limbs for people inJured during the
Vietnam War. Those eligible for
treatment include soldiers from the
North
and South
Vietnamese
armies, the Viet Cong and civilians. The money will be funnelled
through the Agency for International Develo ment to private
donors who ti en will send the
funds to Hanoi. That is a technical
means for avpiding a violation of
the official ban on contacts between the’ U.S. and Vietnamese
governments.
spokesman
De artment
State
Richard So Pomon has openly admitted that the so-called humanitarian aid was promised to Vietnam
in 1987--as a result of its promise
to help dig up the remains of what
are supposed to be American soldiers.
Hanoi’s communist
government
claims to have withdrawn the last
of its occupation forces from Cambodia in 1989, although there are
considerable numbers of Viet-

You think you are going to have a
big national blast of a parade in
honor of your servicemen on June
8th? No, what you are having is
one of the biggest shows of power
to your citizenry and the world.
That is representative of that which
will be enforcing the New World
yyo;;
~ouSt.h$p~Pl&-;+m~
will come under and within the
United Nations police force headed
b the Soviet Union according to
9 .N. Charter--right on schedule.

Neil etting nailed on the Silverado
deal %y having to pay fines, etc.
Note lease, out of the $200 million J: e “group” got away with,
only $49.5 million is being “fined”
to those 12 involved “innocent of
wrong-doing” directors of Silverado. That would seem to me to
leave them with a minimum of
whatever else the ripped-off you
good taxpa ers I NYADDITION TO
L;ELE.zI b R $1 l/2 *HUNDRED
So be n--that only
leaves weliover a minimum of $ l2 BILLION for you the taxpayers
to pick
thing, the same
group will be found to have involvement with all the West Coast
S&L’s including Lincoln Savings
and Santa Barbara Savings, etc.,
etc., etc.
Dharma, it is past time that I allow
you a break. Thank you, chela,
for it has been indeed a long day,
yet it seems we have only just
touched on the tiny few topics
which scream out for hearing. So
be it.
Gyeorgos C. Hatonn, Cmdr.

The disarming of your own police
forces is under way. You see, to
get the weapons from you-the-people also comes the disarming, or
inadequate arming, of our national police forces--sue f! as the
NOTE:
THE
FBI,
etc.
GOVERNMENT HAS JUST RECALLED
WEAPONS
FROM
THE FBI OPERATIVES, under
the guise of poor functionmg apparatus.
Your government hoodlums who
are destroying your world simply
laugh at you and it is obvious they
have no concern whatsoever regarding their ability to pull off the
entire rogram. There is no longer
any eRort other than some slight
set-up lip-service to cover stories.
They don’t have to cover-up an thing--they can just silence x e
news.
You see, even the Bush
“illness” is set up to allow for his
“forgetting” certain things which
transpired in case the push comes
to shove. Mostly you will just be
given a lot more distracters to keep
you occu ied while they bring in
the shac kfes.

To clear please.

BANI-SADR ON BUSH/
Wow, instant reaction: “Just what
does this Bani-Sadr have to say in
his book about Bush?” Yes, I can
,
tell you briefly.
Bani-Sadr, for you who have been
on vacation, was the Pr&ident of
Iran at the time of the 1979
takeover of the American embassy
in Teheran and the 444-day hostage
siege. He is in the United States
(although you don’t hear anything
about tt any longer in the news)
promoting his autobiographical account of the Iranian Revolution.
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr, who is now
living in exile in Paris, provides
evidence that the Reagan-Bush
1980 campaign intervened to block
an early release of the American
hostages, because it would have
helped Jimmy Carter win re-election.

NEIL BUSH OK
For you who worried about poor
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The account of the Reagan-Bush
“October Surprise” according to
#lO

Bani-Sadr is that the late Ayatollah
Beheshti was an Iranian fundamentalist cleric and
and was one of the key ne otiators
with the Reagan camp for ii e delay
of the hostage release.
On
November 12, 1980 there was a
Paris meeting between Beheshti
and former Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger, and it was
leaked that Kissinger and his
group--including Michael Ledeen,
William Hyland, and David Abshire--had been acting on behalf of
the Reagan-Bush campaign since at
least earl October 1980 to cut a
separate Kostage deal behind the
back of President Carter. All was
not dandy in the Carter camp either, however, for it was already
afoot that reactionary clerics in the
Iranian parliament staged a walkout
in mid-October which had preempted the presentation of a Carter
administration
hostage
release
package that would have brought
the Americans home on election
eve.
If you ones only knew the half of
it--the fiasco with the so-called
“rescue” wherein the mission was
scrubbed AFTER the action was
underway and being successfully
carried forth.
All parties were
well-bribed and there was a huge
amount of currency aboard. There
is talk that a space craft was somehow involved and caused the ultimate catastrophe of the militar
craft, etc. Well, there was era ii
aloft but they had NOTHING to do
with any of the stupidit and deliberate actions of the U. f!. militar -no matter who flew the space ve ii icle. Carter scrubbed the mission
after direct hot-line talks and command of the Soviets who were a
part and parcel of the plan to delay
the release--you see, the New
World Order was getting ready to
take center-stage.
In the early autumn of 1980, Beheshti, along with Ali Akbar
Hashemi-Rafsanjani, presently the
President of Iran, obtained the goahead from Ayatollah Khomeini to
cut a secret deal with the GOP.
On Sept. 3, 1980, Bani-Sadr, in
his capacity as President of Iran,
had received a formal communique
from the Carter White House via
the West German ambassador in
Teheran, proposing concrete steps

for freeing the hostages. Yet, before that arran ement could be finalized, Ayato Klah Khomeini suddenly announced that the responsibility for negotiating with the
Americans over the hosta es would
be solely in the hands of the arliament, dominated by the mu1Pahs
led by Beheshti and its Speaker,
Rafsanj ani.
Would you suspect that there is
still foul play afoot?
Is it not
strange that the book of Bani-Sadr
just happened to come along at the
time the trouble over October in
Paris, 1980, had risen to bite the
Bush toes? (The book has been
available in France since 1989.)
True to your State Department efficiency, there was a hold and
“block’ put on Bani-Sadr’s visa so
that he couldn’t come into the U.S.
But that was getting publicity
which was worse than letting him
in.
On Ma 7, 1991, at a press briefing at x e National Press Club, the
ex-Iranian official said that he
could cite 55 se arate instances in
which the mu1Pahs had blocked
hostage negotiations that could
have led to the release of the
Americans months before their
eventual freeing--on the day of the
Reagan-Bush inau uration in Januar 1981. He tof d the ress that
he Bad other detailed evi Bence that
he could not release to the public.
Please, don’t act surprised, readers--I told you long, long a o that

The next morning, Bani-Sadr delivered a detailed briefing to a
closed-door session of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee, at the
behest of Rep. Lee Hamilton,
chairman of the Middle East subcommittee and a former member of
the House Irangate panel.
Congressional
it
Democrats,
seems, are now in the process of
conducting an informal probe of
the scandal, preparatory to the decision to launch a full-scale probe.
Where are they? Could it be that
they are no better than their
opposition?
Vol.
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Bush was showing signs of wear
and tear over the scandal that refused to die and on May 8, 1991,
blew up at reporters probing alleations that he had been in Paris in
6 ctober 1980, participating in the
final secret negotiating session with
the mullahs. Denying that he was
in Paris at the time, and citing Secret Service logs that accounted for
his entire schedule on the dates in
Well, those logs only
question.
prove that he WAS in Paris on said
date.
WHAT ABOUT SWEDEN’S
OLUF PALMB?
Bani-Sadr has given you some confirmation which I hope you will
not miss for we spoke of his assassination at length. Olof Palme was
Sweden’s Head of State. Palme
was assassinated on the streets of
Stockholm on Feb. 28, 1986. His
murder was linked to his moves to
shut down the Swedish elements of
the Iran-Contra arms-for-hostages
circuit. Well, according to BaniSadr, the Swedish prime minister,
who was then out of offtce but
heading up a prestigious United
Nations disarmament grou , v;u&eld
him in Teheran in Marc
and revealed that he, too, ‘had in:
formation that the Rea an-Bush
team had made a secret %eal with
the mullahs. Palme warned BaniSadr that the latter’s life was in
danger, and proposed to mediate an
attempted cease-fire in the ongoing
war with Ira . Palme’s extensive
diplomatic e!f orts in the Persian
Gulf afforded him access’ to infortracing
the
arms-formation
hostages arrangements all the wa
critical
198?I
back
to
the
“gathering”.
GONZALES OF TEXAS/
EK KULE IN BNL
One last thing and we will close
I want to apprise
this Express.
ou of other serious connecttons,
4(ut with Iraqi credit as the point.
Pursuing the role of the Atlanta
branch of the Banca Nacionale de1
Lavoro (BNL) in providing credit
to Iraq, with the knowledge of the
Bush administration, immediately
prior to the launching of Bush’s
“crusade” against Saddam Hussein,
Banking
Committee
Chairman
Henry Gonzales said that he was
#lO

investigating more thoroughly
role of Henry Kissinger.

the

Gonzales notes that Kissinger did
not resi n from the advisory board
of the B NL until over 18 months
AFTER the BNL scandal erupted.
Committee investigators were told
that Kissinger may still be a member of the BNL advisory board-and so he is!
Gonzales indicates there is obvious
conflict of interest (just as with the
China deal when he headed the Securit Advisers) in the role played
by ryational Security Adviser Brent
Scowcroft and De uty Secretary of
State Lawrence k agleburger because of their links to BNL and to
Kissinger Associates. “These connections are obvious and up comes
the question of Kissinger Associates’ influence over the decisions
of Mr. Scowcroft as well as the issue of whether or not Mr.
Scowcroft can remain independent
from the interests of his former
boss and longtime colleague Henry
Kissinger.. .Mr. Scowcroft’s past
afftliatton with Kissinger Associates also makes obvious that Mr.
Scowcroft cannot truly provide independent advice to the President
in matters of national security or
foreign policy when those policies
can run against the interest of corporations that he owns stock in or
that are afftliated with Kissinger
Associates. ”
If you don’t take stock and then
follow it with action--you are going to lose your Constitution and
your nation!! So be it.--Salu.
********

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
TO ALL WHO WOULD HEAR
GOD’S WORD IN THIS TIME
OF TOTAL MASQUERADE. IT
IS TIME TO PULL OFF THE
MASK ALONG
WITH THE
EARAND
BLINDFOLDS
THE TIME IS AT
PLUGS.
HAND TO GAIN TRUTH AND
INSIGHT AND TAKE ACTION
FOR YOUR WORLD IS IN
GRAVE DANGER.

That which is called the “AntiChrist” is at hand and has deceived
most of the world. You

Our intent in these JOURNALS is
to give you proof of that which we
project--by documentation of history, origins and other boring information.
But the information
will get far less boring as we move
along, dear ones--and so, let us
move along rapidly.
I repeat again and again--the

American canal using atomic explosions--SOON--and
the
666
- An explanation of Creation, etc., etc.

George & Desired Green will
speak June 7, 1991, 7 PM at Ro ce
Hotel Ballroom, 1601 Belv d ere
W. Palm Beach, Florida
Rd..
e.d3mt;irr $5.00 CA11 Kip (407)
June 15, 1991, l-4 PM at Midway
Motor
Dorsett & I-270, St.
Admission $20.00
Louis, MO.
f$lg Mike Babcock
(314) 343-

just as it requires only the
tiny spark of light to cause a place
to no longer be in darkness.

J
Hatonn includes the PROTOCOLS
and also continues to keep us current on world affairs.

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Hatonn gives us much more information on a large number of topics
in this JOURNAL and again he
keeps us updated with the
about the latest news.
He includes
many interesting
comments about spaceships including certain specific frequencies
pertaining to them and specific
manifestations at certain areas of
the earth grid system.
Descriptions of their exterior and interiors
are also given.
Some of the other topics he covers
are: The importance of the new
Challenger shuttle replacement Robotoids, Synthetics and Neutrals
- Little Gray Aliens - Continual
Update on the Middle-East Situation - Bush and the trip to Paris
which he denies - The purpose for
the reported alien visit with Bush
at Camp David - The history of
money and why and how it has to
be changed before economic and
social problems can be solved The plans for a new Central
.
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